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Media Reactions towards Russian Invasion of Ukraine: A Comparative Content 

Analysis of News between CNN and Russia Today 

Liang-Ruei Wang, B.A. 

Wenzao Ursuline University of Languages, 2022 

Abstract 

How do Russian media and Western media’s coverage on Russian invasion of 

Ukraine in 2022 represent the media bias of the modern news? And how do we 

choose to find out the objective information? This study used content analysis to 

answer the questions.  

By comparing CNN and Russia Today, we can know basic concepts about how 

news media works and people can distinguish what's right and erroneous information. 

This research project will help us to clarify how the different media cover the news 

base on different political stances.  

This research provides Western countries and Russia’s example, once considered 

as mainstream media and the other conceived as a soft-power tool to improve Russia’s 

image abroad, to counter the anti-Russian bias the Kremlin saw in the Western media.  

It is important for news media to keep neutral, but it is impossible for them to 

step outside politics and their patriotism, so what we can do is to figure out their 

political stance and be clever enough to identify information on our own. This 

research showed the analysis of news and combined the media’s words with their 
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political stance and then used these results to assume their attitudes. This method can 

provide readers an efficient way when reading different kinds of international news. 

Key Words: Russia-Ukrainian war, Special Military Operation, Russia Today 
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媒體對俄羅斯入侵烏克蘭的反應:比較 CNN和俄羅斯今日新聞的內容分析 

 

王良睿 

文藻外語大學 2022 

摘要 

俄羅斯媒體和西方媒體對 2022年俄羅斯入侵烏克蘭的報導如何代表現代新

聞的媒體偏見？而我們如何選擇找出客觀信息呢？以上是本篇論文的主要研究

問題。本論使用內容分析，通過比較 CNN和 Russia Today，以了解新聞媒體如

何運作並且讀者可以區分正確和錯誤的信息。不同媒體根據不同的政治立場報

導新聞，但是讀者需要真相，這項研究提供了西方國家和俄羅斯的例子，新聞

媒體保持中立固然重要，但他們不可能走出政治和愛國主義之外，所以我們能

做的就是澄清政治立場，並識別信息。這項研究將展示如何分析文章，並將媒

體的言論與他們的政治立場結合起來，然後用這些結果來假設他們的態度，這

種方法可以為讀者提供一種有效的方式來閱讀不同類型的國際新聞。 

關鍵詞：俄烏戰爭、特別軍事行動、今日俄羅斯 
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INTRODUCTION 

Background 

In 1991, Ukraine agreed to the Declaration of Independence of Ukraine then 

independence from the Soviet Union, and called the republic of Ukraine, on the same 

year December the Soviet Union collapsed. 1996, Ukraine adopted a new constitution, 

established Ukraine as a sovereign, the country was renamed Ukraine and 

implemented as a republic. Ukraine has been split into pro-European and pro-Russian 

factions for a long time.  

In 2004, Ukraine's presidential election with no candidate reaching the 50% 

majority required by law, a Re-election was held between two candidates, Viktor 

Yushchenko and Viktor Yanukovych. As we mentioned before there are pro-European 

and pro-Russian factions, though the Orange Revolution in 2004 had nothing to do 

with the two parties at first, it finally got both parties to choose sides, which shows the 

influence in Ukraine. In 2013, Pro-EU protests in Ukraine breakout in Independence 

Square in Kyiv, because Ukraine's government postponed the signing of an 

association agreement with the EU.  

This revolution overthrew the pro-Russian president and replaced it with a 

pro-European leader. In March 2014, Crimea declared independence from Ukraine 

and more than 96% agreed to join Russian Federation. Henceforth, Crimea becomes 

part of Russia. Donbas, a region in east Ukraine and close to Russia, was attacked by 

Ukraine because two countries in Donbas Kurchenko and Lugansk, also want 

independence like Crimea. Donbas’s geographical location and culture are critical, 

hence sporadic conflicts have continued in the Donbas region between the pro-

Russian rebels and Ukraine. After the war in Donbas, Ukraine, and Russia ceasefire 

consensus was reached in July 2020.  
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On February 24th, 2022, Russia feared that Ukraine poses a significant threat 

to Russia’s homeland security, Russia wants to implement demilitarize and de-Nazify 

Ukraine, therefore Russia declares special military operation on Ukraine1.    

I choose CNN and Russia Today as the news representatives of the Western 

and Russia is because both use English as their main language. Assume my research 

starts from the world's audience's point of view, English is much more acceptable by 

audience and their professionalism doesn’t need to be questioned. Therefore, selects 

CNN and RT as representative news media. 

 

Motivation 

Consequently, all the breaking news is talking about Russia invading Ukraine, 

but when it comes to war, there will be many kinds of explanations and discussions, 

and so does news. Different media has chosen their political stance and supported 

what they believed, with freedom of the press, many western media use exaggerated 

words to criticize Russia for what they have done.  

As the war keeps going, while other media are calling this massacre some 

countries had changed their viewpoint and don’t want to meddle in. Like CNN, this 

kind of authoritative media still stays the same. Therefore, I want to know how these 

media make their decisions and what is their standard of justice, in my opinion, media 

should be neutral and have a code of ethics.   

Western media and Russia’s media are both developed countries and should have 

the same code of ethic, but how come they have such a big gap between their reports 

on their incidents? This is the primary question I want to figure out. Shouldn’t news 

be neutral and tell the truth? Why their standard is different when the attacker is 

                                                 
1 Valentina Feklyunina, “Battle for Perceptions: Projecting Russia in the West” Europe-Asia Studies, 

Vol.60, No.4 (2008), pp. 605-629. 
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Russia? These are also some important questions. I am going to separate it into three 

aspects: The international diplomacy aspect and the war and battlefield aspect and 

economic sanctions aspect.  

For international diplomacy aspects, I am going to do research on the media’s 

political stance, reasons for war, consequences, and different viewpoints on the same 

incident. Regarding war and battlefield aspects, I am going to analyze their history, 

western and Russian causation. By comparing their causation, my research project can 

contrast their past, present, and loss. The last aspect is economic sanctions, I can 

figure out how Western countries sanction Russia. After a full understanding of Russia 

and Western international diplomacy, war and battlefield and economic sanctions, I 

will have more professional knowledge and be capable to distinguish their meanings 

in articles and decisions their presidents make. 

 

Research Purpose 

My research purpose is to figure out the media's reactions to Russia's invasion of 

Ukraine and analyze news content to know the reasons for the war. By these methods, 

I can find out what those mainstream media are doing and know more about our 

society.  

I want to understand how different media by what purpose and with what kind of 

approach they cover the news, to understand political stance, their political purpose, 

and how mass media change people’s behavior and understanding of the war. 

My research purpose main method is content analysis, by this method I can 

compare news articles, and know what these media wants to show us and how people 

can really learn from these media, we want truth but no hatred. 

 

Research Questions 
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How do Russian media and Western media’s coverage on Russian invasion of 

Ukraine in 2022 represent the media bias of the modern news? And how do we 

choose to find out the objective information?  

 

Significance 

The way media cover this incident will have an enormous influence on 

people’s perception of this international affairs and this will change the consequences 

of the war, so information sharing nowadays or news media coverage will change the 

international affairs. It is worthwhile and significant to study how media reporting on 

the ongoing war. 

 

Limit and Delimit 

The major limit of my project is that the content analysis cannot be neutral or 

objective. The news I used to compare and analyze are based on my literature review, 

my viewpoint, and my prediction of the news media’s reactions.  

With these issues, my project can’t be completely right, but my research will 

collect great amount of articles and news in the purpose of accomplishing my research.  

Delimit is the content I selected from these news medias and try to scrutinize the 

details and find out differences of them. 

 

Contribution 

By comparing CNN and Russia Today, we can know basic concepts about how 

news media works also people can distinguish what's right and erroneous information. 

This research project will help us to clarify how the different media cover the news 

base on different political stances. This research provides Western countries and 
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Russia’s example, once considered as mainstream media and the other conceived as a 

soft-power tool to improve Russia’s image abroad, to counter the anti-Russian bias the 

Kremlin saw in the Western media.  

These two media both have loyal audiences, we cannot tell who is better and 

more trustworthy, but we can tell who is neutral! It is important for news media to 

keep neutral, but it is impossible for them to step outside politics and their patriotism, 

so what we can do is figure out their political stance and be clever enough to identify 

information on our own.  

In this research I will show how I analyze their articles and combine the media’s 

words with their political stance and then use these results to assume their attitudes, 

this method can provide readers an efficient way when read different kinds of 

international news.  

With efficiency, people will be willing to read more news. In this case, more 

people will gain knowledge, so those unrealistic media can’t use exaggerated news 

titles to fraud CTR (click-through rate), and give back our listeners a healthy 

environment.  

Finally, my purpose is to focus on Russia invading Ukraine, but I should not be 

limited by only studying this special military operation. I can also do research about 

how these battle situations were recorded, published and figure out what and how 

mass media will describe this special military operation.  

We all know the unseen blade is the deadliest, those countries use different 

statistics to defame others, so it is necessary for me to find out who is much more 

realistic and reliable. We can learn from this operation and are concerned about our 

society’s politics and culture. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Basic info 

In basic review, I’m going to introduce basic information, media theory, what 

is war reporting, analysis Russia media and western media. Finally, there are three 

arguments for me to research.  

First, western media and Russia media did not follow media theory’s fairness. 

Second, up-to-date news is all for political purposes. Third, besides political purpose, 

what else causes them to have different narratives.2 

 

Media Theory 

Mass media is a medium used to convey messages and symbols to the masses, 

while also continuously instilling values and beliefs in individuals. To play this role 

well in a world of concentrated wealth and conflicting interests, requires politicized 

propaganda. 3  Because of reputation and status, government and enterprises are 

recognizable and trustworthy news resources, Mr. Fresher once said "Journalists tend 

to use bureaucracy's word as facts because their job is to protect orders convey 

correctly. More precisely, journalists will regard bureaucracies profess as main facts. 

"4  

Hence, mass media can claim they are " objective" by official news, official 

news provides journalists real news materials, also they can avoid being sued by 

calumniating.5 Those large governments and bureaucracies that constitute the main 

                                                 
2 Ralph Schroeder, “Media Systems, Digital Media and Politics.” In Social Theory after the Internet: 

Media, Technology, and Globalization, 28–59. UCL Press, 2018. https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctt20krxdr.5. 
3 J M. Shapiro M and D F. Stone. Media bias in the marketplace: Theory, In Handbook of media 

economics (Vol. 1, pp. 623-645). North-Holland, 2015. 
4 Edward S. Herman and Noam Chosky, Manufacturing consent: The political economy of the mass 

media, (Pantheon, 2002) pp. 76-77. 
5 Rob Kitchin, and Thrift Nigel J, International Encyclopedia of Human Geography. Amsterdam: 

Elsevier, 2009. 
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sources of news and information, also have large public information operations 

offices and dedicated media outlets.6  

In 1971 a survey by the "Armed Forces Journal" showed that the Pentagon 

spends about $57 million a year to publish 371 magazines an operating scale that is 

sixteen times that of the nation's largest publishers. In 1982, the “Air Force Journal 

International" updated information. The Pentagon published as many as 1,203 

journals at that time. These examples show that if enterprises have resources, then 

they can create as large media scale as Pentagon or other government mechanisms. 

Powerful bureaucracy and enterprises sometimes offer news media drafts to publish 

and photos to maintain their image, this way can cut mass media's costs from 

collecting materials, subsidizing mass media in disguise7. Hence, mass media obeys 

sponsors has two main reasons first, there is no need to spend higher costs on reliable 

information. Second, the authority might threaten them8. 

 

War report 

When mass media receive frontline reports, they might not evaluate them 

carefully, so the news might with biased or the government is operating news. Same 

to emergency news, the propaganda system routinely portrays those who have 

suffered atrocities in hostile countries as worthy victims. 9 

Conversely, and incur equal or worse atrocities in their own country and in their 

vassal state, they will be portrayed as worthless victims.10 When reporting worthy 

victims, the news is full of gory details angry comments, and demands for justice, in 

                                                 
6 E Vartanova, Media theory in Russia: A current wave of fermentation, 2018. 
7 Michael Griffin, “Images of War” Media, War & Conflict, Vol.3, No.1 (2010), pp. 7-41. 
8 Andrew Hoskins and Ben O'Loughlin, “Media and the myth of radicalization” Media, War & Conflict, 

Vol.2, No.2(2009), pp. 107-110. 
9 Fedorov, A. Russian and Western media literacy education models, 2015. 
10 Dirck Halstead, Poland: Grim Tale (Time news, 1984) 
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contrast with worthless victims, the news tries to cover the news low-key.  

This kind of political expedient is the government wants to inspire people and 

then shape the enemy or create news to confuse the situation. For example, 1984, 

November 5th, the United States emergency declare that a batch of MIG fighters is 

shipping to Nicaragua, this news was published to divert the attention from 

Nicaragua’s election.  

 With upon explanations and definition, we can apply this information to my 

research of two mainstream media Russian and Western media, I will list their 

differences in news applications during Russia’s special military operation. 

 

Russia Media 

My research finds out that there are two main factions of media in Russia, one of 

their viewpoints is to praise and support the government and another is having their 

own thoughts about this “special military operation”. 11 

Recently, Russian state-controlled TV stations, newspapers, and websites have 

been focusing on eastern Ukraine, showing their people how the Russian army 

bravely fights for their president Vladimir Putin and clear dissidents.  

Dmitry Muratov a Novaya Gazeta editor-in-chief said in an exclusive interview 

by New Yorker they had received official orders to prohibit the use of "occupation 

words", "photographs", etc.12 Meanwhile, there were two Russian independent media 

has been forced to shut down because of spreading the “truth” of this war to the 

                                                 
11 Daniel Miller, Elisabetta Costa, Nell Haynes, Tom McDonald, Razvan Nicolescu, Jolynna Sinanan, 

Juliano Spyer, Shriram Venkatraman, and Xinyuan Wang. “What Is Social Media?” In How the World 

Changed Social Media, 1st ed., 1:1–8. UCL Press, 2016. https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctt1g69z35.8. 
12 Maxim Shemetov, “Russia's Novaya Gazeta Cuts Ukraine War Reporting under Censorship.” Reuters. 

Accessed March 5, 2022. https://www.reuters.com/world/russias-novaya-gazeta-cuts-ukraine-war-

reporting-under-censorship-2022-03-04/. 
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Russian people. 13 

Russia’s media Russia Today was blocked by Google search engine a few 

months ago, so Russian communications regulator fought back and prohibit Google 

News as charged provides much false dissemination of information about the "special 

military operation" of the Russian army in Ukraine14. That case reveals that none of 

the media really is neutral and have media literacy. As I mentioned, Russia’s 

independent media live in fear right now, so the government’s news resources are the 

only media their people can read. 

 

 West Media 

Anti-communist ideology is a nightmare for the western elite. Soviet Union, 

China, and Cuba’s ongoing conflicts and reports of communist violence, make anti-

communist become western ideology and political first principles. 15 

Anti-communists can solve anyone who promotes policy that threatens bourgeois 

interests or coexists with activism or communism then, also seen as a political control 

system. Anti-communist control mechanisms penetrate the system and have a 

significant impact on the media and media can hide the facts to reinforce the right-

wing stance, twisting democracy into “real democracy” and “fake democracy.”16 For 

example: if allies rigged the election by using forcing people with arms it still calls 

real democracy, but whatever enemy country did are all dictatorship.  

Speaking of real democracy, western media tend to package their bullying into a 

                                                 
13 A Fedorov, The Contemporary Mass Media Education in Russia: In Search for New Theoretical 

Conceptions and Models. 
14 C F Chiang, and B Knight. Media bias and influence: Evidence from newspaper endorsements.: The 

Review of economic studies, 78(3), 795-820, 2011. 
15 H Smaele, The applicability of Western media models on the Russian media system. 
16 D Chandler, Marxist media theory: Daniel Chandler, 2000. 
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righteous expedition,17 like in the movie 《Forrest Gump》 and 《First Blood》, 

while we are sympathy to US army, but are Vietnam and Cambodia that heinous and 

deserve to be burned to the ground? Another question is why Westerners are always 

heroes and others are all villains? My answer is not only does the government shape a 

strong sense of patriotism, but the media help shape these consensuses, and express 

and spread them more exaggeratedly,《Top Gun》, a movie that prompts youngsters 

to join the army is the best example. 18 

 

Summary and Idea 

 What Vladimir Putin called a "special military operation" was called an invasion 

by other countries. As I mentioned earlier, Russia and Western countries have similar 

cultures and are both economic and militarily powerful countries, but Western 

countries do not agree with Russia's approach to this invasion,19 and lots of countries 

have followed suit and boycotted Russia. As a medium between countries, the media 

has become an important source of knowledge for the people.  

Therefore, proper and neutral reporting is what I think is the most correct. 

Because of both government, mass media must brainwash their people, people must 

have basic media literacy, judge the international situation by themselves, and should 

not be influenced by the media.20 Hence, it is necessary for people to understand 

deeper about Both Russian and Western countries’ thoughts and know what is going 

                                                 
17 Ralph Schroeder, Social Theory after the Internet: Media, Technology, and Globalization, (UCL 

Press, 2018) pp. 60-81. 
18 Jarred Prier, “Commanding the Trend: Social Media as Information Warfare” Strategic Studies 

Quarterly, Vol. 11, No. 4 (2017), pp. 50-85. 
19 Ned Rossiter, “Processual Media Theory.” Symplokē 11, no. 1/2 (2003): 104–31. 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/40536938. 
20 Thelma McCormack, “Social Theory and the Mass Media.” The Canadian Journal of Economics and 

Political Science / Revue Canadienne d’Economique et de Science Politique 27, no. 4 (1961): 479–89. 

https://doi.org/10.2307/139434. 
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on21.    

Both Russia and Western media tend to hide their own countries' scandals, the 

biggest difference is Russia’s government can block news from other mass media and 

only keep those who can excitation their people, Western media try to defame others 

and pretend to be an avid follower. 

  

                                                 
21 Linda Risso, “Reporting from the Front: First-hand experiences, dilemmas and open questions” 

Media, War & Conflict, Vol.10, No.1 (2017), pp. 59-68. 
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METHODOLOGY 

This paper primarily focused on the reaction between Western media and 

Russia media. My literature reviews introduced Western and Russian media speak 

exaggerated under politicization and Western media news is no less fabricated than 

Russia. Next step I will talk about two main sections media theory and war report. 

Last, I will analyze Western and Russian media modes of operation. 

Hence, content analysis was practiced in this paper as the methodology. My 

steps are proposed research purpose, hypothesis, select study sample, categories, 

analyze data and prove my hypothesis. 

 

Research Design 

First, the proposed research purpose can let readers clearly know my purpose, 

research aspect, and what kind of news I am going to collect. Second, hypotheses for 

my research, then analyze my collected data. Third, when I select study samples, I 

will choose data randomly and use words that are fair for both sides.  

In this case, I will select a date, keywords and find out clause and subclause. For 

example: 2022 January to July, War + Ukraine + CNN. Fourth, categorize articles. I 

will get excessive amounts of data, then narrow down the numbers by using more 

specific keywords, for example: + causation or + economy into upon keywords. After 

these steps, I’m able to verify my hypothesis. 

The more I search, the more detailed I can find. When I find enough data, it can 

conclude as a category. I will divide my articles into three, international diplomacy, 

war and battlefield and economic sanctions. Each have twenty to thirty articles. Last, 

analyze data and prove my hypothesis. In the end, my data amount will be almost 120 

articles, and I will read all of them, find out which keywords can have these results 
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then keep trying and find the best results. After upon steps, start to analyze my 

hypothesis stands or not. 

 

Data Sources and Collection 

My data sources are from CNN and RT’s website, from February 1st, 2022 to 

October 30th 2022, I collected 182 CNN’s news and 88 RTs (Russia Today) news. I 

use the key word “Russia Ukraine war 2022 special operation” to decrease the 

number of articles gaps between two news media. After collecting all these news, I 

divided them into three categories, international diplomacy, war and battlefield, and 

economic sanctions. Both CNN and RT’s international diplomacy news has the 

biggest account for all three categories, CNN has 88 news and RT has 47 news, as for 

war and battlefield, CNN has 60 news and RT has 25 news. Economic sanctions has 

the least news; CNN has 34 news and RT has 16 news. Using archive data sources to 

do the content analysis, the purpose of content analysis try to understand the whole 

story of media bias when they're covering the war in Ukraine.  

While classifying news into different categories, I found that high percentage of 

CNN’s headlines are Zelenskyy’s declare and statement, hence, I’m more certain that 

different news media has their own standpoint. In addition, great amount of politics’ 

news can show that it’s easier for media to rig or exaggerate news which president or 

politician said. The nature of this research is the content analysis. By looking through 

the dataset based on two most important news resources about the war in Ukraine. 

This paper provided a comprehensive record of how different media bias led to very 

different coverage of the news. By understanding the context of the media bias, 

readers will be able to tell and justify the distance between the realities and the 

political message. 
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DATA ANALYSIS 

The media bias played an important role in modern news coverage. This research 

aimed to point out that different media would usually report the realities based on its 

own political stance. The literature review part explained the idea of media bias and 

how it shaped how we received, perceived and assessed the information. This research 

pointed out that this media bias is not helping public’s understanding of the current 

issues, instead, it worsened the development of the ongoing wars and other disasters. 

The methodology part of this research provided an overall picture of how the 

news data been selected and analyzed. To continue, this data analysis part will provide 

three sections, namely: international diplomacy, war and battlefield, economic 

sanctions. In each section, there are essential points. They are alliance formation, 

international organization, and negotiation and intervention in the international 

diplomacy part. They are war casualties, war advancement, weapon, and territory 

change in the war and battlefield section. Likewise, they are economic policies, 

financial warfare and new economic order in the economic sanction section.  

This data analysis will show, regarding all these issues, CNN and Russia Today 

used very different approach to cover the news. Thus, the data analysis will show how 

do you tell and justify the media bias. Here they are. 

Table 1. Raw Data Collected 

Category                                               CNN news-                                                    RT news- 

International Diplomacy                        88pices                                                            47pices 

War And Battlefield                                60pices                                                           25pices 

Economic Sanctions                                34pices                                                           16pices 
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First Section (International Diplomacy) 

In the first section, I choose international diplomacy articles to compare. There 

are vehement remarks in this section, and I am going to analyze these articles. 

 

Case 1- Silvio Berlusconi Remarks 

For news title, RT’s choice of words is more concise and powerful, it’s easier for 

audience to know what’s happening right now but audience need more self-aware. For 

example, when it comes to former Italian leader Silvio Berlusconi remarks and Putin’s 

relationship, their headlines are “Berlusconi trashes NATO narrative on Ukraine”22 

“Putin wanted ‘decent people’ in power in Kiev – Berlusconi”23 “Vodka from Putin 

may have breached sanctions.”24 

 In this case, RT use “trash” to describe how Berlusconi describe NATO. It’s 

obvious very hostile to NATO, also they use a sarcastic way and title to show Italian 

former prime minister have received vodka from Putin and show its friendship to 

Russia. 

 

Case 2-Iran Drones 

Another example, recently headlines are about Iran sold drones to Russia and 

indirect assist Ukraine drone strikes. One of the paragraphs in “Top Iranian general 

mocks sanctions.”25 said: “The US framed that Iranian drones and Iranian technicians 

on the ground in Russia were assisted by the operation of the aerial vehicles.” In 

CNN’s paragraph “Iran once again denies supplying drones to Russia as Ukraine 

                                                 
22 RT-International Diplomacy (34) 
23 RT-International Diplomacy (37) 
24 RT-International Diplomacy (47) 
25 RT-International Diplomacy (46) 
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pursues criminal charges.”26 They said: “The US said they have exactly proved about 

Russia using Iran’s drones.” Apparently, news title uses the word “mocks sanction” 

can emphasize they are not afraid of the punishment, RT’s news is much more 

appealing in contrast.  

What’s more, there is a significant gap between RT and CNN’s declaration. RT 

said US falsely accused Russia, but CNN claimed they have complete evidence. We 

can know both news media didn’t fulfill their duty, it’s very serious mistake for media 

to stand by their standpoint and provide fair judgement. 

 

Case 3-NATO Bid 

After upon two examples, which headline is RT’s attitude towards Ukraine apply 

for international organizations? “Only nine members voice support for Ukraine’s 

NATO bid”27 or “Nine NATO leaders endorse Ukraine’s membership bid”28. The title 

“Only nine-member support” delivers audience negative attitude towards Ukraine to 

join NATO, also we know RT likes to use exaggeration to describe Ukraine. Hence, 

we can find out the first one is RT news’s headline. 

 

Case 4-NATO Support 

According to CNN’s audience are all over the world, we can understand that 

CNN has many restrictions. Though their news title won’t as exaggerate as RT, but 

audience can tell CNN is on Ukraine’s side. 

CNN’s news often reports international organizations stand up for Ukraine. 

Compare with RT’s “Russia’s victory will be NATO’s defeat – Stoltenberg.” 29 

                                                 
26 CNN-International Diplomacy (84) 
27 RT-International Diplomacy (33)/ 
28 CNN-International Diplomacy (82) 
29 RT-International Diplomacy (32) 
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“Russia’s victory in Ukraine means Western alliance are defeat.” CNN declares in 

“NATO plays key support role for Ukraine, secretary general says.”30 Jens Stoltenberg 

said: “Russia was air raiding Ukraine’s civilians and critical infrastructure aimlessly, 

shows Putin is failing.” “NATO plays an important role in this conflict.”  

RT said Russia is winning the war and getting their authority back. Yet, CNN 

said NATO can save Ukraine. Different standpoint has different viewpoint on NATO 

helping Ukraine. 

 

Summary 

All these samples show that media bias does exist in both CNN and RT, however 

we can choose their common parts and then we can find out the truth. Their 

similarities are both news reported that it’s hard for Ukraine to join international 

organization. First thing Ukraine must do is spend years to recruit their country. After 

that, other members will evaluate is Ukraine qualified or not and ratified. Therefore, 

both CNN and RT mentioned Ukraine has all sorts of issues applying international 

organization owing to war. 

 

Second Section (War and Battlefield) 

 Second section is truth about war and battle front, by comparing two news media 

can let readers clearly know how different factions report same incidents. 

 

Case 1-Russia’s strike 

 This special military operation happened on February 24th, RT’s breaking news 

                                                 
30 CNN-International Diplomacy (83) 
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“Russia reveals strike targets in Ukraine”31 said that Russia’s military claimed they do 

not attack Ukraine’s cities and civilian infrastructures, they're using precision 

weapons against military airfields and aircraft. CNN expressed, “Russia says it’s not 

hitting Ukraine’s civilian infrastructure. Evidence suggests otherwise”32 also Russia 

said they won’t hurt innocent people or area, but contrary to claims from other 

evidence. Though Russia’s foreign minister Sergey Lavrov declared nobody got hurt 

in this special military operation, but there are kindergartens, apartment, and hospitals 

being bombed.  Like other examples, we can’t jump to conclusion and said Russia did 

or did not attack innocent people. 

What we can believe is that there really are photos about Ukraine was bombed in 

the air raid. According to this case study, news that provide pictures and videos are 

more reliable. 

 

Case 2-Refugees  

 After Russia bombed Ukraine, there are more than 1 million refugees flee to 

other countries. Therefore, my case study 2 is going to analyze how two media report 

Russia and Ukraine’s attitude about refugees. “One million refugees have fled 

Ukraine – UN”33 is one of the RT’s headlines, it mentioned Russian military promised 

they organized a humanitarian corridor out of Ukraine. By comparison, In CNN “One 

million refugees flee Ukraine as Russia escalates bombardment of key cities”. 34 

Volodymyr Zelensky said to Russia military that they are attacking evacuation routes, 

as well as the whole city doesn’t have electricity, water, and supplies.  

RT was reporting the extra help from the Russian side to the refugee although 

                                                 
31 RT-War and Battlefield (13) 
32 CNN-War and Battlefield (24) 
33 RT-War and Battlefield (18) 
34 CNN-War and Battlefield (18) 
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Russia is the one who created the refugee. Meanwhile, CNN simply reported that 

Russia is the reason of the refugee, besides launch an attack to those refugees. The 

difference between RT and the CNN is that the former beautified Russia and the latter 

only pointed out that it’s Russia’s fault.  

 

Case 3- International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) 

 Ukraine’s Deputy Prime Minister, Iryna Vereshchuk, accused International 

Committee of the Red Cross for opening a new office in Rostov, besides international 

organization is much more interest in Russia's fund than supporting Ukraine's casualty.  

On March 27th, 2022, CNN helps ICRC claim the rumor about helping Russia 

and deport Ukrainian back to Russia, release the news “Red Cross rejects claims it's 

deporting Ukrainians to Russia”. 35  ICRC announced they don’t help organize 

evacuate and their primary mission is to respond to refugees' needs wherever they are. 

Hence, ICRC denied goes against people’s will and evacuate people back to Russia. 

Two days after, March 29th RT public “Ukraine accuses Red Cross of working for 

enemy.”36 and report the whole thing in more detail. Iryna Vereshchuk said, “ICRC 

was on the side of Russia; I know Red Cross received donation from them. The 

organization is hatred and untrustworthy by Ukraine.”  

It is believed Iryna Vereshchuk and ICRC both said lots of things while 

interviewing, but different news media present different part of the speech. 

There are many examples of comparing two media’s big different. However, this 

case shows there are lots of commons. Both news media expressed Ukraine 

parliamentarian’s attitude and accused toward ICRC, the difference is only critical 

words or not. As we can see, there might not always have such a huge media bias 

                                                 
35 CNN-War and Battlefield (60) 
36 RT-War and Battlefield (11) 
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between two different news media. 

 

Case 4-Nuclear 

During this special military operation, nuclear weapon is a widely discussed 

topic. October 6th, 2022, RT published a headline based on what Biden said, called 

“Biden warns of nuclear Armageddon.”37 In this article, US President Joe Biden dire 

warning “If Russia and Ukraine keep soaring hostilities will cause Armageddon. This 

is the first time since Cuban missile crisis, we directly face nuclear weapon threats. 

Also, Russian military underperformance might lead to higher risk in the conflict.” In 

CNN’s “Biden’s chilling ‘Armageddon’ warning sharpens the stakes with Putin” 38  

CNN narrated Biden’s speech more completely, but never mentioned Putin is 

ready for the final weapon. However, inside RT’s content, they mentioned that 

“Vladimir Putin said Russia has various means of destruction, and he will use them to 

defend their own territory.” RT has the front lines’ news, though it makes media 

audience panic and stressful, but they can know what might face in the future and get 

prepared. That’s the advantage of firsthand news, and no others can compare. 

 

Summary 

 These four case studies show us what’s the advantages of local news media, how 

to trust different words of report, how media beautified their own country and photos 

can help readers identified the truth. 

 As a conclusion, we can use what we learn and find out different media’s 

advantages to identify which news is trustworthy. Some of my cases show both two 

media have very different news are controversial is owing to interests of countries. 

                                                 
37 RT-War and Battlefield (10) 
38 CNN-War and Battlefield (58) 
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With pictures and words, we can define whether the news media is professional or not. 

Then choose those news media with less state involved, at last audience can find news 

that suitable for them. 

 

Third Section (Economic sanctions) 

 Western countries jointly economic sanctions against Russia after Russia’s 

special military operation, sanction from different perspective like social media, 

supplies, natural gas and etc. 

 

Case 1- Banks 

After Western governments sanctioned Russia’s economy, huge amounts of 

multinational corporations exit Russia like consumer brands McDonald’s, Coca-Cola, 

Starbucks and so on. The most influential of which is Wall Street banks withdraw 

from Russia one after another. In CNN’s “Goldman Sachs and JPMorgan are getting 

out of Russia”39 The first bank that led the charge is Goldman Sachs, then JPMorgan 

Chase keep on. Consequently, the most two powerful firm get out of Russia and cause 

another economic crisis to Russia.  

RT’s news “International firms count losses from Russia exit” 40  announced 

almost one thousand Western companies are deciding to leave Russia or decrease 

operations. Western economic sanctions on Russia cause international firms’ loss of 

nearly $59 billion.  

Both news only has slightly different in their contents. Thus, after comparing two 

news, I discover that news with less political problems might have more same 

viewpoint on the same incidents. In addition, statistics things are hard for news media 

                                                 
39 CNN-Economic Sanctions (2) 
40 RT-Economic Sanctions (12) 
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to exaggerate and quote out of context, not like words can use alternative word and 

adapted to other contents. 

 

Case 2- Social Media 

  Russian media regulator Roskomnadzor had banned lots of social media 

companies like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube and so on, RT had reported 

great amount of news about how things happened and why these specific medias were 

banned. These news including “Russia blocks Google News” 41 “YouTube to 

demonetize all Russian users, ban state media”42 “UN blasts Meta for allowing hate 

speech against Russians”43.  Following examples can show more detail about Russia’s 

reaction about forbidden social media. 

RT said that Facebook allowed people to post praising the Azov Battalion also 

hate speech against Russians which makes Russia’s authority feel offensive, so they 

blocked Meta platform instead and Meta includes Facebook and Instagram. YouTube 

blocked “Russian state media” because of Russia invasion in Ukraine’s video violate 

YouTube’s policy. On March 1st, YouTube was requested by EU to block RT and 

Sputnik, also block those channels were sponsored by Russia government. 

Roskomnadzor claimed that many social media spread fake news about Russia’s 

operation.  American online news resources about Russia’s special military operation 

are unreliable, those who deliberately spread rumors will found guilty of 

disseminating. 

After Russia local news descriptions, let’s see how CNN talks about these 

incidents. Here are some CNN’s news “Google and Russia’s delicate dance” 44  

                                                 
41 RT-Economic Sanctions (13) 
42 RT-Economic Sanctions (4) 
43 RT-Economic Sanctions (1) 
44 CNN-Economic Sanctions (32) 
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“Social media platforms tread carefully when it comes to the Russian government”45  

“Russian internet users are learning how to beat Putin’s internet crackdown”46 . In 

these news, CNN mentioned Russia’s military was trapped in Ukraine, then they keep 

brainwashing people that US is supporting Ukraine secretly through social media. 

Those banned social media platform’s principal jumped out to refute what Russia 

accused. For example, Meta’s Pusateri said “We won’t delete accounts that we 

disagree their contents, but we’ll definitely remove those who violates our policy,” 

“Russia confiscated Google Russia’s bank account and cause a huge impact to Russia 

office functions” a Google spokesperson said while talking to CNN reporter. 

By comparing two media’s report, both CNN and RT’s content is obviously 

unfair. Government knows the importance of social media and make online resources 

unreliable. Two media use critical words and doubtful questions to describe opposite 

sides, what’s more RT was blocked by YouTube, so people will doubt their news’ 

fairness about talking related content. 

 

Case 3-Resources 

As I mentioned, Russia’s oil and natural gas were sanctioned by Western 

countries. RT released “China responds to proposed Russian oil sanctions”47 “Russia 

can afford complete halt in gas supplies to EU – Bloomberg”48 “US can’t save EU 

from energy crisis – FT”49 in July, August, and September respectively. China against 

US Senator Marco Rubio’s proposal, which about to sanction Russia’s oil or other 

resource go out, also China claimed they will always reject illegal sanctions. Second 

news reported that Russia can prohibit export natural gas to EU for one year and 

                                                 
45 CNN-Economic Sanctions (31) 
46 CNN-Economic Sanctions (30) 
47 RT-Economic Sanctions (14) 
48 RT-Economic Sanctions (15) 
49 RT-Economic Sanctions (16) 
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won’t cost damage to their own economy. The latest news is about US can’t help EU 

clam their energy crunch even if they increase supplements of gas and oil. Europe is 

facing the growth of energy shortage, soon after the price of oil and natural gas will 

beat to the highest point. 

CNN has different answer about this energy crisis, in “Cheaper oil and Ukraine 

war are blowing a hole in Russia’s finances”50 they declared Russia’s cost of war and 

energy prices fall make Russia’s economic crunch. Also, German Institute for 

International and Security Affairs had calculated that Russia’s military budget 

showing deficit. 

Another news is “Russian sanctions slow to bite as US officials admit 

frustrations over pace of pain in Moscow”. We can find out CNN's news 

underestimate Russia's economy inside the content, US said they are depressed 

because of economic sanction didn’t meet their expectation. 

Although the Western media do not think Russia has a bright future in this war, 

RT news still staunch to their country's economic is confident. 

 

Summary 

From these examples, we learn that some cases have the same viewpoint and 

some are definitely divergent.  

In economic issues, RT and CNN somewhat share more common ground. The 

reason is that the interest of international economic cartels in finance and social media 

have more consensus in Ukraine Russian War. Therefore, the Western media who 

represented the business interest is careful in reporting the economic news. 

 When we talk about oil and natural gas, news media have very clear stands. 

                                                 
50 CNN-Economic Sanctions (34) 
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Russia media’s statistic on its economic plight is definitely more accurate than 

Western media’s prediction. However, Russian media might try to boost its national 

confidence by cheating on the economic data. In the other hand, Western media wants 

to make Russia look bad in order to support the weak Ukraine. Each side of the war 

and medias both hold their very strong political intention and this led to the very 

misleading news coverage in 2022. In sum, this research paper suggested a more 

neutral and fair news report now and in the future. 
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CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 After all the procedures, my conclusion can divide into two sections, the first 

section is how modern news show their media bias and the second section is how can 

audience find out objective information. 

 

First Section 

The major finding of this research is to find out and prove the media bias existed 

with plenty of evidence. Russia Today and CNN, one Russian and one from the West, 

presented the one war with very different kind of images and information. And they 

are both legit and sound company with clear hierarchical system, sufficient resources, 

excellent personnel, and long history of journalism in the world. Put in this way, RT 

and CNN are already the better kind of media. During the Ukraine Russia war, there 

are way more absurd news and information on Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, WeChat, 

Weibo etc. The audience in the modern time enjoy all the convenience and free 

information provider but suffer from this banality and sometimes misleading 

information age. 

We can find out media bias exist in every news media while the incident 

involving in national interests, both CNN and RT have bias more or less in every 

article. Hence, my answer to my research question is news media use aggressive or 

exaggerated words to make the news title more attractive, then instill information to 

their audience. Hence, what we can do is filter news reports by ourselves, below 

section is I will introduce how to choose news that helped audience find correct 

information. 

Second Section 

Before we compare contents and news, we need to know how to find correct 
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information and avoid media bias. Thus, how do we evaluate and obtain right and fair 

information?  My suggestion is following these steps. First, pick two or more credible 

new media's report. Second, compare their contents. Third, find out their different 

description of same incident. Fourth, check whether there are pictures or videos as 

evidence. The last step is to select the news article that use neutral or bias-free words. 

While following all these steps, we learn a lesson and next time we can find the 

information closer to accuracy. The more similar two or more media report, the closer 

to the facts. 
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APPENDIX-CNN 

Table of the Database Established for Data Analysis of CNN’s news 

182 pieces 

Master URL https://edition.cnn.com/ 

Ref. No. Tittle Data Published Item URL 

CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (1) 

Russia and Belarus 

hold joint military 

exercises asdiplomatic 

talks ramp back up 

February 10,   https://edition.cnn.com/2022/02/10/

europe/ukraine-russia-news-

thursday-military-exercises-

intl/index.html 

CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (2) 

Russia has surrounded 

Ukraine on three sides. 

Here’s where an 

invasion could be 

launched 

February 15, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/2022/02/12/

europe/russia-ukraine-invasion-

paths-map-cmd-intl/index.html 

CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (3) 

The latest on the 

Ukraine-Russia border 

crisis 

February 15, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-news-02-15-

22-intl/index.html 

CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (4) 

The latest on Ukraine 

and Russia tensions 

February 16, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-news-02-16-

22-intl/index.html 

CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (5) 

The latest on the 

Ukraine-Russia crisis 

February 21, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-news-02-20-

22-intl/index.html 

CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (6) 

Russia attacks Ukraine February 24, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-news-02-23-

22/index.html 

CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (7) 

February 27, 2022 

Russia-Ukraine news 

February 27, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-news-02-27-

22/index.html 
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CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (8) 

What does Putin want 

in Ukraine? The 

conflictexplained 

March 1, 2022  https://edition.cnn.com/2022

/02/24/europe/ukraine-russia-

conflict-explainer-2-cmd-

intl/index.html 

CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (9) 

March 1, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

March 8, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

03-01-22/index.html 

CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (10) 

March 3, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

March 4, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

03-03-22/index.html 

CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (11) 

March 5, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

March 6, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

03-05-22/index.html 

CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (12) 

February 26, 2022 

Russia-Ukraine news 

March 6, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-news-02-26-

22/index.html 

CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (13) 

March 6, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

March 7, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

03-06-22/index.html 

CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (14) 

March 2, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

March 2, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

03-02-22/index.html 

CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (15) 

March 10, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

March 11, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

03-10-22/index.html 

CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (16) 

Fact Check: 5 times 

official Russian 

statementsconflicted 

with intelligence and on 

the ground actions 

March 13, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/2022/03/13/

politics/fact-check-russia-

misinformation-ukraine/index.html 
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CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (17) 

March 13, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

March 14, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

03-13-22/index.html 

CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (18) 

March 15, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

March 16, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

03-15-22/index.html 

CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (19) 

March 16, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

March 17, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

03-16-22/index.html 

CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (20) 

March 18, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

March 19, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

03-18-22/index.html 

CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (21) 

March 22, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

March 22, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

03-22-22/index.html 

CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (22) 

March 23, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

March 24, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

03-23-22/index.html 

CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (23) 

March 24, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

March 25, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

03-24-22/index.html 

CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (24) 

March 27, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

March 28, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

03-27-22/index.html 

CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (25) 

‘I can fight with a 

keyboard’: How one 

Ukrainian ITspecialist 

exposed a notorious 

Russian 

ransomwaregang- 

March 30, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/2022/03/30/

politics/ukraine-hack-russian-

ransomware-gang/index.html 

CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (26) 

March 29, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

March 30, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

03-29-22/index.html 
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CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (27) 

Russia invades Ukraine April 3, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

04-2-22/index.html 

CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (28) 

April 3, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

April 4, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

04-3-22/index.html 

CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (29) 

April 6, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

April 7, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

04-06-22/index.html 

CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (30) 

April 7, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

April 8, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

04-07-22/index.html 

CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (31) 

April 8, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

April 9, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

04-08-22/index.html 

CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (32) 

April 11, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

April 12, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

04-11-22/index.html 

CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (33) 

Opinion: What form 

Putin’s revenge against 

the US could take 

April 14, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/2022/04/14/

opinions/putin-threat-american-

elections-revenge-ukraine-

ghitis/index.html 

CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (34) 

April 14, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

April 15, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

04-14-22/index.html 

CNN-

International 

Diplomacy (35) 

April 17, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

April 18, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

04-17-22/index.html 

CNN-

International 

April 18, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

April 19, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-new-04-
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europe/ukraine-russia-istanbul-

talks-analysis-tuesday-intl-

cmd/index.html 

CNN-War and 

Battlefield (49) 

September 7, 2022 

Russia-Ukraine news 

September 8, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/russia-ukraine-war-new-09-

07-22/index.html 

CNN-War and 

Battlefield (50) 

September 8, 2022 

Russia-Ukraine news 

September 9, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/russia-ukraine-war-news-09-

08-22/index.html 

CNN-War and 

Battlefield (51) 

September 12, 2022 

Russia-Ukraine news 

September 13, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/russia-ukraine-war-news-09-

12-22/index.html 

CNN-War and 

Battlefield (52) 

September 13, 2022 

Russia-Ukraine news 

September 13, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/russia-ukraine-war-news-09-
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13-22/index.html 

CNN-War and 

Battlefield (53) 

September 14, 2022 

Russia-Ukraine news 

September 15, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/russia-ukraine-war-news-09-

14-22/index.html 

CNN-War and 

Battlefield (54) 

September 21, 2022 

Russia-Ukraine news 

September 21, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/russia-ukraine-war-news-09-

21-22/index.html 

CNN-War and 

Battlefield (55) 

September 28, 2022 

Russia-Ukraine news 

September 29, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/russia-ukraine-war-news-09-

28-22/index.html 

CNN-War and 

Battlefield (56) 

Ukraine Fast Facts October 6, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/2014/02/28/

world/europe/ukraine-fast-

facts/index.html 

CNN-War and 

Battlefield (57) 

Vladimir Putin: The 

world of sport has 

shunned the Russian 

president. So what? 

March 10, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/2022/03/10/

sport/ukraine-russia-putin-sports-

sanctions-intl-spt/index.html 

CNN-War and 

Battlefield (58) 

Biden’s chilling 

‘Armageddon’ warning 

sharpens the stakes 

with Putin 

October 7, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/2022/10/07/

politics/joe-biden-vladimir-putin-

armageddon-analysis/index.html 

CNN-War and 

Battlefield (59) 

Europe is talking about 

joining the Russian oil 

embargo 

March 22, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/2022/03/21/

energy/russia-oil-embargo-

europe/index.html 

CNN-War and 

Battlefield (60) 

March 27, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

March 28, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

03-27-22/index.html 

CNN-Economic 

Sanctions (1) 

August 8, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

August 9, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/russia-ukraine-war-news-08-

08-22/index.html 
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CNN-Economic 

Sanctions (2) 

Goldman Sachs and 

JPMorgan are getting 

out of Russia 

March 10, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/2022/03/10/

investing/goldman-sachs-

russia/index.html 

CNN-Economic 

Sanctions (3) 

Russian oil isn’t 

sanctioned, but nobody 

wants to touch it 

anyway 

March 3, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/2022/03/03/

investing/russia-oil-sanctions-

ukraine/index.html 

CNN-Economic 

Sanctions (4) 

White House is briefing 

social media creators 

on Russia and Ukraine 

March 11, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/2022/03/11/

politics/social-media-ukraine-

russia-biden-

administration/index.html 

CNN-Economic 

Sanctions (5) 

August 31, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

September 1, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/russia-ukraine-war-news-08-

31-22/index.html 

CNN-Economic 

Sanctions (6) 

February 25, 2022 

Russia-Ukraine news 

February 26, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-news-02-25-

22/index.html 

CNN-Economic 

Sanctions (7) 

July 5, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

July 6, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/russia-ukraine-war-news-07-

05-22/index.html 

CNN-Economic 

Sanctions (8) 

July 25, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

July 26, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/russia-ukraine-war-news-07-

25-22/index.html 

CNN-Economic 

Sanctions (9) 

June 1, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

June 2, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/russia-ukraine-war-news-06-

01-22/index.html 

CNN-Economic 

Sanctions (10) 

June 8, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

June 9, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/russia-ukraine-war-news-06-

08-22/index.html 

CNN-Economic June 9, 2022 Russia- June 10, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-
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Sanctions (11) Ukraine news news/russia-ukraine-war-news-06-

09-22/index.html 

CNN-Economic 

Sanctions (12) 

March 4, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

March 5, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

03-04-22/index.html 

CNN-Economic 

Sanctions (13) 

May 27, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

May 28, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/russia-ukraine-war-news-05-

27-22/index.html 

CNN-Economic 

Sanctions (14) 

March 9, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

March 10, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

03-09-22/index.html 

CNN-Economic 

Sanctions (15) 

February 28, 2022 

Russia-Ukraine news 

March 1, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-news-02-28-

22/index.html 

CNN-Economic 

Sanctions (16) 

March 11, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

March 12, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

03-11-22/index.html 

CNN-Economic 

Sanctions (17) 

March 21, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

March 22, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

03-21-22/index.html 

CNN-Economic 

Sanctions (18) 

March 30, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

March 31, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

03-30-22/index.html 

CNN-Economic 

Sanctions (19) 

May 6, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

May 7, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/russia-ukraine-war-news-05-

06-22/index.html 

CNN-Economic 

Sanctions (20) 

May 9, 2022: Russia-

Ukraine news 

May 10, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/russia-ukraine-war-news-05-

09-22/index.html 

CNN-Economic May 10, 2022 Russia- May 11, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-
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Sanctions (21) Ukraine news news/russia-ukraine-war-news-05-

10-22/index.html 

CNN-Economic 

Sanctions (22) 

May 17, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

May 18, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/russia-ukraine-war-news-05-

17-22/index.html 

CNN-Economic 

Sanctions (23) 

May 30, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

May 31, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/russia-ukraine-war-news-05-

30-22/index.html 

CNN-Economic 

Sanctions (24) 

Opinion: Supreme 

Court mystery thickens 

May 8, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/2022/05/08/

opinions/supreme-court-roe-v-

wade-column-galant/index.html 

CNN-Economic 

Sanctions (25) 

Opinion: This is not 

your grandfather’s 

student loan 

August 28, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/2022/08/28/

opinions/student-loan-forgiveness-

opinion-column-galant/index.html 

CNN-Economic 

Sanctions (26) 

March 8, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

March 9, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

03-08-22/index.html 

CNN-Economic 

Sanctions (27) 

April 19, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

April 20, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

04-19-22/index.html 

CNN-Economic 

Sanctions (28) 

April 1, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

April 2, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

04-1-22/index.html 

CNN-Economic 

Sanctions (29) 

April 5, 2022 Russia-

Ukraine news 

April 6, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-

news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-

04-05-22/index.html 

CNN-Economic 

Sanctions (30) 

Russian internet users 

are learning how to 

beat Putin’s internet 

crackdown 

March 15, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/2022/03/12/

tech/russia-internet-censorship-

circumvention/index.html 
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CNN-Economic 

Sanctions (31) 

Social media platforms 

tread carefully when it 

comes to the Russian 

government 

March 18, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/2022/03/18/

tech/social-media-russia-

government-accounts/index.html 

CNN-Economic 

Sanctions (32) 

Google and Russia’s 

delicate dance 

June 3, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/2022/06/03/

tech/google-russia-

youtube/index.html 

CNN-Economic 

Sanctions (33) 

Cheaper oil and 

Ukraine war are 

blowing a hole in 

Russia’s finances 

September 15, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/2022/09/15/

economy/russia-economy-budget-

hole/index.html 

CNN-Economic 

Sanctions (34) 

Russian sanctions slow 

to bite as US officials 

admit frustrations over 

pace of pain in Moscow 

September 16, 2022 https://edition.cnn.com/2022/09/16/

politics/russia-sanctions-ukraine-

slow-economic-pain/index.html 
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APPENDIX-RT 

Table of the Database Established for Data Analysis of RT’s news 

88 pieces 

Master URL https://www.rt.com/ 

Ref. No. Tittle Data Published Item URL 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy (1) 

Crisis in Transnistria: 

Will the Ukraine 

conflict spread into 

other parts of Europe? 

17 May, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/555541-

military-operation-transnistria-

ukraine/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy (2) 

US demands another 

war-crimes probe in 

Ukraine 

5 Jun, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/556630-

us-osce-mission-spying-ukraine/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy (3) 

January 6 riot hearings 

are political theater 

10 Jun, 2022 https://www.rt.com/news/556959-

january-6-hearings-democrats/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy (4) 

Russian forces take out 

Ukrainian 

nationalists – Moscow 

29 Jun, 2022 https://www.rt.com/news/558094-

russia-ukraine-kraken-unit/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy (5) 

Putin speaks about 

Ukraine during first 

foreign trip since 

February 

30 Jun, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/558109-

putin-ukraine-nato-goals/ 

 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy (6) 

US intelligence sets out 

possible scenarios for 

Ukraine 

30 Jun, 2022 https://www.rt.com/viral/558121-

us-intelligence-ukraine-scenarios/ 

RT-

International 

Sanctions can be 

perceived as casus 

30 Jun, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/558144-

medvedev-sanctions-casus-belli/ 
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Diplomacy (7) belli – Medvedev 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy (8) 

Medvedev comments 

on West’s ‘War Crimes’ 

threat 

30 Jun, 2022 https://www.rt.com/news/558157-

russia-tribunal-nuclear-arsenal-

medvedev/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy (9) 

Life in a time of 

conflict: Locals in the 

Russia-Ukraine frontier 

city of Belgorod speak 

of drones, shelling and 

ethnic tensions 

7 Jul, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/558439-

belgorod-target-regular-airstrikes/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

(10) 

EU laments losing 

‘battle of narratives’ on 

Ukraine 

11 Jul, 2022 https://www.rt.com/news/558748-

borrell-g20-russia-sanctions/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

(11) 

Ukraine reveals 

negotiation 'end point' 

14 Jul, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/558942-

ukraine-end-point-negotiating-

position/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

(12) 

Ukraine claims Russia 

hit city center 

14 Jul, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/558965-

vinnitsa-center-airstrike-reported/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

(13) 

EU asks for patience on 

anti-Russia sanctions 

17 Jul, 2022 https://www.rt.com/news/559150-

borrell-patience-sanctions-russia/ 
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RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

(14) 

Kiev reacts to ex-NATO 

commander’s forecast 

on conflict with 

Moscow 

18 Jul, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/559202-

ukraine-conflict-korean-war-

stavridis/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

(15) 

EU scrambles to 

replenish arms 

stockpiles 

19 Jul, 2022 https://www.rt.com/news/559253-

eu-weapons-ukraine-plan/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

(16) 

US and UK want ‘real 

war’ between Russia 

and EU – Lavrov 

20 Jul, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/559297-

us-uk-real-war-russia-europe-

lavrov/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

(17) 

Ukrainian sailors 

trained in Scotland to 

fight Russia 

22 Jul, 2022  https://www.rt.com/russia/559474-

ukraine-uk-navy-drill/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

(18) 

Ukraine only has weeks 

to turn the tide - US 

committee head 

26 Jul, 2022 https://www.rt.com/news/559677-

us-coming-weeks-crucial-ukraine/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

(19) 

RT witnesses Wagner 

group fighting in 

Donbass (VIDEO) 

27 Jul, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/559686-

wagner-group-action-ukraine/ 

RT- The US keeps reneging 6 Aug, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/560316-
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International 

Diplomacy 

(20) 

on arms control 

agreements, so why 

should Russia trust Joe 

Biden’s latest 

overtures? 

biden-renews-arms-control-talks/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

(21) 

Kosovo issues warning 

to Serbia 

11 Aug, 2022 https://www.rt.com/news/560654-

kosovo-ready-war-serbia/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

(22) 

Zelensky aide explains 

why Ukraine won’t 

negotiate with Russia 

13 Aug, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/560779-

ukraine-peace-talks-defeat-europe/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

(23) 

Putin accuses US of 

trying to 'prolong' war 

in Ukraine 

16 Aug, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/560918-

putin-ukraine-us-conflict/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

(24) 

Russians name key 

national symbols - poll 

22 Aug, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/561335-

russia-national-symbols-poll/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

(25) 

Putin explains Ukraine 

operation goals 

1 Sep, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/562006-

putin-ukraine-operation-goals/ 
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RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

(26) 

Dmitry Trenin: Six 

months into the 

conflict, what exactly 

does Russia hope to 

achieve in Ukraine? 

8 Sep, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/562349-

moscow-is-aiming-ukraine/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

(27) 

NATO chief warns 

Ukraine could collapse 

9 Sep, 2022 https://www.rt.com/news/562507-

stoltenberg-ukraine-nato-support/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

(28) 

NATO admits it’s been 

preparing for current 

situation for years 

17 Sep, 2022 https://www.rt.com/news/563018-

nato-preparing-ukraine-years/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

(29) 

NATO denounces 

Donbass referendums 

20 Sep, 2022 https://www.rt.com/news/563194-

nato-us-donbass-referendum/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

(30) 

Dmitry Trenin: Russia 

and the US still have 

time to learn the lessons 

of the Cuban missile 

crisis and prevent a 

nuclear war 

26 Sep, 2022 https://www.rt.com/news/563486-

lessons-of-cuban-missile-crisis/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

Crimea head discloses 

future of ‘special 

military operation’ 

26 Sep, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/563571-

crimea-aksyonov-referendum-

future/ 
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(31) 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

(32) 

Russia’s victory will be 

NATO’s defeat – 

Stoltenberg 

11 Oct, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/564484-

russia-victory-nato-defeat/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

(33) 

Only nine members 

voice support for 

Ukraine’s NATO bid 

2 Oct, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/563927-

ukraine-nato-countries-bid/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

(34) 

Berlusconi trashes 

NATO narrative on 

Ukraine – media 

20 Oct, 2022 https://www.rt.com/news/565023-

berlusconi-zelensky-nato-coalition/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

(35) 

EU commissioner 

warns Ukraine on 

NATO bid 

6 Oct, 2022 https://www.rt.com/news/564144-

eu-commissioner-ukraine-nato/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

(36) 

Russian troop buildup 

‘largest since cold 

war’ – NATO 

3 Feb, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/548219-

troop-build-up-cold-war/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

(37) 

Russian military attack 

on Ukraine: How we 

got there 

24 Feb, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/550493-

ukraine-donbass-military-

operation-prehistory/ 
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RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

(38) 

Surviving among ruins: 

life in a Donbass city 

Ukraine says no longer 

exists 

21 Mar, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/552376-

russia-ukraine-volnovakha-

civilians/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

(39) 

US intel community 

killed its own 

credibility by revealing 

its Ukraine policies 

9 Apr, 2022 https://www.rt.com/news/553561-

us-intelligence-community-

ukraine-policies/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

(40) 

Daniel Kovalik: Why 

Russia's intervention in 

Ukraine is legal under 

international law 

23 Apr, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/554166-

international-law-military-

operation-ukraine/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

(41) 

'An act of genocide': A 

witness recalls the 2014 

Odessa massacre 

4 May, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/554946-

tragedy-odessa-protests-ukraine/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

(42) 

US training Ukrainians 

at ex-Nazi Wehrmacht 

base 

4 May, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/554975-

training-ukraine-troops-germany/ 

RT-

International 

Diplomacy 

(43) 

Belarus outlines 

concerns about Ukraine 

conflict 

5 May, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/555032-

lukashenko-ukraine-operation-

pace/ 

RT- 'Her Majesty's Russia 6 May, 2022 https://www.rt.com/news/555064-
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International 

Diplomacy 

(44) 

Unit': How British spies 

have launched a full-

scale propaganda war 

to demonize Moscow 

london-consulting-companies-

against-moscow/ 

International 

Diplomacy 

(46) 

Vodka from Putin may 

have breached 

sanctions – Der Spiegel 

20 Oct, 2022 https://www.rt.com/business/56502

1-berlusconi-putin-vodka-

sanctions/ 

International 

Diplomacy 

(47) 

Top Iranian general 

mocks sanctions 

24 Oct, 2022 https://www.rt.com/news/565268-

iran-bagheri-eu-sanctions-coal/ 

International 

Diplomacy 

(48) 

Putin wanted ‘decent 

people’ in power in 

Kiev – Berlusconi 

23 Sep, 2022 https://www.rt.com/news/563409-

berlusconi-putin-ukraine-conflict/ 

RT-War and 

Battlefield (1) 

Passport warning 

issued to Russians in 

EU state 

20 Jul, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/559287-

latvia-citizenship-russians-ukraine/ 

RT-War and 

Battlefield (2) 

Pink Floyd's Waters 

explains why he called 

Biden a war criminal 

7 Aug, 2022 https://www.rt.com/news/560404-

pink-floyd-waters-biden-war-

criminal/ 

RT-War and 

Battlefield (3) 

'A vile, cruel crime': 

How Darya Dugina, 

daughter of philosopher 

Aleksandr, died and 

what it means for 

Russia 

25 Aug, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/561422-

dugins-daughter-daria-

alexandrovna/ 

RT-War and 

Battlefield (4) 

Americans to get 

medals for Ukraine 

25 Aug, 2022 https://www.rt.com/news/561569-

us-ukraine-weapons-mission/ 
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RT-War and 

Battlefield (5) 

Russia and Ukraine 

were close to peace 

deal – ex-Trump aide 

2 Sep, 2022 https://www.rt.com/news/562029-

ukraine-russia-peace-talks/ 

RT-War and 

Battlefield (6) 

Ukraine demands ‘cold 

shower’ for Russian 

society 

2 Sep, 2022 https://www.rt.com/news/562027-

ukraine-vias-ban-shmygal/ 

RT-War and 

Battlefield (7) 

Russia accuses 

Estonia's FM of inciting 

‘violence’ 

4 Sep, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/562172-

moscow-accuse-estonian-incite-

violence/ 

RT-War and 

Battlefield (8) 

Leaked documents 

expose Ukrainian 

attempts to destabilize 

Russia and draw NATO 

into a full-scale war 

with Moscow 

17 Sep, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/562803-

best-defense-is-good-offence/ 

RT-War and 

Battlefield (9) 

US has plan if Russia 

uses nukes – Blinken 

26 Sep, 2022 https://www.rt.com/news/563516-

blinken-russia-nuclear-plan/ 

RT-War and 

Battlefield 

(10) 

Biden warns of nuclear 

‘Armageddon’ 

7 Oct, 2022 https://www.rt.com/news/564197-

biden-russia-nuclear-armageddon/ 

RT-War and 

Battlefield 

(11) 

Ukraine accuses Red 

Cross of 'working for 

enemy' 

29 Mar, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/552875-

kiev-blasts-red-cross/ 

RT-War and 

Battlefield 

(12) 

One million refugees 

have fled Ukraine – UN 

3 Mar, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/551112-

ukraine-refugees-million-un/ 

RT-War and Russia reveals strike 24 Feb, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/550419-
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Battlefield 

(13) 

targets in Ukraine mod-strike-targets-ukraine/ 

RT-War and 

Battlefield 

(14) 

From peacemaker to 

warmonger: Tragic 

downfall of Ukraine's 

Volodymyr Zelensky 

25 Jan, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/547298-

from-peacemaker-to-warmonger/ 

RT-War and 

Battlefield 

(15) 

Kramatorsk train 

station attack: The key 

to finding the 

perpetrator lies in this 

overlooked detail 

19 Apr, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/554138-

kramatorsk-train-station-attack/ 

RT-War and 

Battlefield 

(16) 

A Russian nuclear 

strike in Ukraine: How 

likely is it? 

24 Apr, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/554278-

threat-nuclear-danger-ukraine/ 

RT-War and 

Battlefield 

(17) 

'Every criminal leaves 

some trace': Russia’s 

top investigator shares 

his views on Ukraine 

conflict 

3 May, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/554926-

bastrykin-interview/ 

RT-War and 

Battlefield 

(18) 

Not worth your 

sympathy: The story of 

Ukraine's neo-Nazi 

Azov battalion 

22 Jun, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/557589-

azov-battalion-documented-crimes/ 

RT-War and 

Battlefield 

(19) 

Ukraine planning series 

of provocations – 

Russia 

29 Jun, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/558064-

ukraine-provocations-russian-

military/ 

RT-War and 

Battlefield 

The West's futile folly: 

Why sanctions against 

29 Jun, 2022 https://www.rt.com/news/557972-

sanctions-against-russia-not-work/ 
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(20) Russia haven't worked 

in the past and they 

won't work in the 

future 

RT-War and 

Battlefield 

(21) 

Nuclear family: How 

Ukraine helped North 

Korea develop the 

world's deadliest 

weapons 

1 Jul, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/558214-

ukraine-helped-north-korea/ 

RT-War and 

Battlefield 

(22) 

With attempts to 

'cancel' Pushkin, 

Ukraine's drive to 

eradicate Russian 

language and culture 

has reached the level of 

farce 

3 Jul, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/558197-

ukraine-decided-eradicate-rus-

culture/ 

RT-War and 

Battlefield 

(23) 

West bars Kiev from 

thinking about peace – 

Kremlin 

3 Jul, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/558301-

west-prevent-kiev-think-peace/ 

RT-War and 

Battlefield 

(24) 

A view from Donbass: 

Ukraine has treated the 

people of this region as 

sub-humans, this made 

peace impossible 

17 Jul, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/559061-

children-donbass-world-not-care/ 

RT-War and 

Battlefield 

(25) 

EU considering Russian 

oil embargo – report 

21 Mar, 2022 https://www.rt.com/business/55238

1-eu-considering-russian-oil-ban/ 

RT-Economic UN blasts Meta for 11 Mar, 2022 https://www.rt.com/news/551729-
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Sanctions (1) allowing hate speech 

against Russians 

un-meta-hate-speech/ 

RT-Economic 

Sanctions (2) 

Wall Street bank 

announces withdrawal 

from Russia 

10 Mar, 2022 https://www.rt.com/business/55165

7-goldman-sachs-quits-russia/ 

RT-Economic 

Sanctions (3) 

White House briefs top 

social media influencers 

on Ukraine – reports 

12 Mar, 2022 https://www.rt.com/news/551756-

us-briefing-tiktok-influencers-

ukraine/ 

RT-Economic 

Sanctions (4) 

YouTube to demonetize 

all Russian users, ban 

‘state media’ 

11 Mar, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/551730-

youtube-demonetize-censorship-

media/ 

RT-Economic 

Sanctions (5) 

The US and Russia 

mark Pearl Harbor and 

Hitler's invasion very 

differently – that tells 

us a lot about national 

identity 

3 Jul, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/557927-

hitler-invasion-pearl-harbor/ 

RT-Economic 

Sanctions (6) 

US rules out Russia 

visa ban 

3 Sep, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/562129-

us-rules-out-russia-visa-ban/ 

RT-Economic 

Sanctions (7) 

Grandma sells sprouts, 

sends the money to 

fighters battling 

Ukraine's forces: How 

Russia's civil society 

helps support the 

Donbass 

22 May, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/555872-

our-civil-society-equips-battalions/ 

RT-Economic 

Sanctions (8) 

1/2 

US military expert 

backs Putin’s claims 

19 Aug, 2022 https://www.rt.com/news/561164-

putin-us-prolong-ukraine/ 
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RT-Economic 

Sanctions (9) 

Kremlin speaks out on 

potential mobilization 

13 Sep, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/562708-

kremlin-mobilization-ukraine-

offensive/ 

RT-Economic 

Sanctions (10) 

Scholz promises Kiev 

more weapons ‘soon’ 

22 Aug, 2022 https://www.rt.com/news/561274-

germany-scholz-ukraine-weapons/ 

RT-Economic 

Sanctions (11) 

The Ukraine ‘aid’ bill 

that’s actually a license 

to kill and defraud 

31 Mar, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/552885-

ukraine-aid-bill-license-kill/ 

RT-Economic 

Sanctions (12) 

International firms 

count losses from 

Russia exit 

10 Jun, 2022 https://www.rt.com/business/55695

0-international-firms-losses-russia-

sanctions/ 

RT-Economic 

Sanctions (13) 

Russia blocks Google 

News 

23 Mar, 2022 https://www.rt.com/russia/552584-

google-russia-news-blocked/ 

RT-Economic 

Sanctions (14) 

China responds to 

proposed Russian oil 

sanctions 

27 Jul, 2022 https://www.rt.com/news/559701-

china-sanctions-russia-rubio/ 

RT-Economic 

Sanctions (15) 

Russia can afford 

complete halt in gas 

supplies to EU – 

Bloomberg 

28 Aug, 2022 https://www.rt.com/business/56166

3-russia-complete-halt-gas-europe/ 

RT-Economic 

Sanctions (16) 

US can’t save EU from 

energy crisis – FT 

15 Sep, 2022 https://www.rt.com/business/56283

1-us-shale-cannot-save-eu/ 

 

 

 


